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Mr Nash's Natterings
Dear Kett Family
With Half Term upon us and the bulk of the academic year
passed, it has been wonderful to watch our Year 11’s
prepare and focus on their public examinations. The House
has been a hive of academic activity with revision plans
and groups working together on each day’s subject. I  am
always impressed with the step up that is made as the
anticipation ends and the reality kicks in!

We have spent time talking to the house about
expectations and interactions that they have with each
other and setting ourselves high standards. How we
interact and talk with each other have been hot topics
within our assemblies, showing respect and tolerance for
others balanced with the ability to have freedom of speech
within a democracy. Undoubtedly, the path to getting
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things always right, all of the time, is a difficult one for our students to manage but one that we

continue to support and guide upon both inside and outside of the house.

We will shortly be welcoming our new cohort into the College for their transition days, an exciting

time for those joining us and also for each of our existing year groups as they look forward to next

year. I  presented to our Year 10 students on leadership opportunities within the house and we look

forward to receiving applications from them with their thoughts on how to grow the house next

year. These interviews will take place after half term with appointments being made before the end

of the year.

A proliferation of fixtures over the last weeks have seen a large number of our students

representing the College as well as preparing for the hotly contested house competitions. I was

delighted to present Jack G with his ’50 Cap’, awarded for back to back 50’s in matches played for

the U15’s. Joe M also performed exceptionally well at the County Track and Field Finals held

earlier this month, gaining a silver medal in the 1500m and two bronze medals in the 400m and

800m – well done. This evening we will see the Annual Sports Awards return, well done to Jaime W,

Isla A-S, Francesca C, Joe M, Archie M, Maisy L, Emily B & Tilly D on their nominations. Fingers

crossed for some more trophies to add to the cabinet!

The newsletter contains snapshots of the different events that have taken place over this, rather

long, half term period. I hope the week off affords some time for a rest and precious time with

family, from talking to lots of students there are certainly some wonderful plans for time away and 
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days out which we look forward to hearing about on return. A note for

boarders, Kett opens at 7pm on Sunday 5th June. 

Do please check the school calendar for important dates and events that

are coming up over the next Half Term, we have a number of significant

College events, including the Arts & Diversity Festival, Floreat days and

Duke of Edinburgh expeditions.

Best wishes for an enjoyable break,

Mr M Nash



It feels almost surreal that I am sitting down already to reflect on six weeks

as part of the Kett Hall community. It has been an incredible six weeks full

of unique moments and memories. Jumping straight in with a very busy

Jubilee celebration week - house decorations and commemorative Chapel

services – which also encompassed the Kett Formal was a frenetic starting

point. It was wonderful to see everyone dressed up, hair curled, shirts

pressed and the prep room full of laughter. Congratulations to the team

who managed to bring everything together with imagination and flair!

There are some great photos from the evening and it is fair to say the

dancing was enthusiastic! I’d also like to thank the work ethic of the

cleaning up crew afterwards who supported staff to get the house looking

like it hadn’t been targeted with a large amount of confetti!

The focus, particularly after Exeat, swung towards preparation for the

future for our Year 11 pupils. I  have been impressed with how they have got

on with revision, especially having not had the opportunity to witness

previous year groups go through this difficult process. Seeing pupils

making cue cards, highlighting revision guides and testing each other on

key words, processes and quotations demonstrates their commitment to

their future. It has felt like ‘normal’ may be returning to education. All the

very best to Year 11 as they continue their exams after half term.

That is not to say that there hasn’t been time for fun, games and laughter.

Saturday afternoons are all about food – ice cream, pancakes and oreo

bites have all been very popular this half term. It is fair to say that Kett

knows what food it likes – as demonstrated by the request list submitted by

pupils for both the tuckshop and snacks in house. A lot of pupils have also

made excellent use of the good weather and open spaces we have –

unfortunately there are no pictures of the VERY competitive rounders

match that took place. Recently, I  was introduced to the game ‘Mafia’ by

our ents team – I was unaware of the cunning skills and debating ability of

some of our boarders! 

I would like to wish everyone a peaceful and relaxing half term and I look

forward to seeing everyone return for a busy and enjoyable final half term

of the academic year. 

Best wishes,

Miss Hill

Deputy Head of House
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We hosted our formal just before the last

exeat and despite the delay had a

brilliant evening! From the very

impressive year 11 entrances at the start

of the night (a big shout out to Stan and

Emily for theirs!) to the year 9s still

tearing up the dance floor at 9pm, it was

a great night enjoyed by all. 

Well done to all our year 11's who came

together to decorate the prep room and

organise the evening, especially Katie

Davies who accomplished this around her

dentist appointment half way through the

day! Oli did a great job carrying out her

orders although this may have been

partly through fear. 

Everyone dressed up for the occasion

fully meeting the 'Red Carpet' brief! Our

photo booth was a huge hit with constant

queues and the popcorn certainly went

down well if the amount of hoovering

year 10 had to do before bed is any

indication! 

A great night and we already counting

down to next years! Year 10 have a lot to

live up to!
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Formal



KETT NEWS
At the start  of  term several  of  our  year  7 's  attended a  poetry  s lam dur ing

lunchtime.  The poems by our  students were very  var ied as they covered topics

such as  Covid ’s  impact  on fami l ies  and car  accidents.  Congratulat ions!  

Y E A R  7  P O E T R Y  S L A M

Many Kett student's have been awarded
Headteacher's awards over the last few
weeks including Amanda, Ethan and James.
Well done from all of us in Kett!

H E A D T E A C H E R ' S  A W A R D S
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Year 11 Leavers
The Saturday before their exams
started the year 11s had a
barbeque to celebrate their time
at Wymondham College coming
to an end. Despite the slightly
overcast morning everyone had a
great time with the inflatables and
made the most of their chance to
relax before GCSE's began. 
With Mr Nash refereeing the
inflatable gladiator fighting he saw
some tough bouts. Emily vs Grace
was a real highlight although their
poor balance may have had more
of an impact on them falling over
than the fighting. 

C O U N T Y  A T H L E T I C

C H A M P I O N S H I P S

Joe in year 10 did the College and
Kett proud this month competing
in the Country Track and Field
Athletic Championships and
coming home with 3 medals! 

He won a
bronze medal
in both the
400m and
800m and a
silver in the
1500m. Well
done Joe!



Friday Ents:
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Blind Date

Isaiah and
Noah were
all talk before
we started
but once
behind that
wall began to
panic 

At the start of term Amanda, Oli G, David and Adam H hosted Blind Date in the Prep Room. With a mix
of Year 7s to 10s it caused great hilarity. Isaiah surprised us all with his very romantic ideal date idea
of a nice meal at the top of the Shard. Unfortunately, Daisy was won over by Oli's Cheeky Nandos
plan. 

Mafia

Many boarders learnt a new game last week as years 7-10 played Mafia during Ents. Each student was
given a secret role before the house worked together to seek out the members of the mafia hiding
amongst them. 
Games continued for the entire night with the group getting smaller as each year went up to bed but
somehow this did little to impact the noise level in the prep room! The game got very heated with Mr
Nash, Miss Carmichael and the two Joshs all shouting at each other over the table. It's safe to say if
either Josh wants a career as a detective or lawyer they would do extremely well after their displays on
Friday night!



Weekends in the Kett Kitchen
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'Miss you have
ruined ice
cream for me' 
- Deji 

This month we decided to make the most of the sun and
attempt to make ice cream. It is safe to say our first attempt
was a complete failure! Boarders attempted to churn their
own ice cream the first weekend after exeat and it quickly
became apparent shaking ingredients in a bag is not how ice
cream is made! 

Despite this complete failure we persevered and tried again
with a different recipe the following Saturday. 'Borrowing'
Peel's recipe was a huge success with this second batch
tasting, and looking amazing! Harry's Eton Mess ice cream
and Deji's double chocolate brownie were incredible! 

These smiles became frowns within
minutes of this photo being taken

Year 10s gave up on ice cream at
decided chocolate was a better snack

'It tastes like butter!'

Ice Cream

Pancakes

The pancakes Isaiah wanted vs
the pancakes Isaiah made

After the first ice cream
fiasco Deji requested
we make pancakes to
make up it. They went
down so well we have
made them twice in
recent weeks! 



SNAPSHOTS OF KETT

Oli, David, Eme and Sayo withMr Browning at Formal

Ines thought no one would catch her

'sampling' the oreo bites! 
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Always camera

ready
Year 7 must have

coordinated on this pose

Ella needed sustenance midformal

Reuben made an
interesting choice here



The North Face jackets went straight back on after
this photo 

Mr Nash being put to work
in Tuck Shop

James needed to take a run up to
jump high enough to pop the

balloons
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Oli claimed he wasn't
featured enough last

month and demanded
this photo go in

The weekly year 11 football match
continues despite exams

Heads down thumbs up added some
entertainment during a  rainy

lunchtime

Thomas solved this Rubik's
cube in 58 seconds!



Using a ball to get another one off the
roof always feels like a terrible idea

It is unclear if this is a lovely photo
or a hostage situation

AIrpods are apparently an essential in the
kitchen in 2022
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T H A T ' S  A L L  F R O M
U S !   H A V E  A  G R E A T

H A L F  T E R M !

Team Kett


